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ALMOST COMMUTING MATRICES
NEED NOT BE NEARLY COMMUTING

MAN-DUEN CHOI

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Dedicated to Chandler Davis on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday

ABSTRACT. Let Mn be the collection of n x n complex matrices with the

Hilbert-space-operator norm. There exist two concrete matrices A,B & Mn

with \\A\\ = 1 - 1/n, ||B|| < 1, \\AB - BA\\ < 2/n, but \\A - R\\ + \\B - S|| >
1 — 1/n for all commuting pairs R, S 6 Mn. It is shown explicitly that there is

a natural obstruction which prevents almost commuting matrices to get close

to any commuting pairs.

1. Introduction. This paper provides a negative solution to an old problem

in linear algebra and operator theory.

MAIN PROBLEM. (Must almost commuting matrices be nearly commuting?)

For each e > 0, is there a 6 = 6(e) > 0 such that for each positive integer n, if

A, BE Mn with \\A\\ < 1, \\B\\ < 1 and \\AB-BA\\ < 6, then there exist R, S E Mn
with RS = SR and \\A - R\\ + \\B - S\\ < si

Herein, the constant 6 = 6(e) should be independent of the integer n; otherwise,

affirmative answers with 6 — 6(e,n) have appeared in [1, 10, 11].

Owing to the expository communications by Halmos [8, §7] and others (e.g.,

[1, 10, 11, 12]), the problem above has aroused much interest in recent research.

Several cognate problems (as analogues of the main problem) have already been

settled in the negative direction. In particular, Berg and Olsen [4] presented an in-

dex obstruction for the infinite-dimensional analogue (see also [2]), while Voiculescu

[13] suggested a possible second-cohomological obstruction for the unitary-matrix

analogue (see also Loring's 2f-theoretical explanation [9]). Most notably, David-

son's intensive study [7] on the analogue for Hermitian matrices has given rise to

a quantitative version of the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore extensions (see [3]). Thus,

the conquest of the Main Problem is close at hand, but special techniques in [4, 7,

9, 13] may be too special for general matrices with no special structure. In this

paper, we propose to investigate a simple invariant of general matrices. Then, with

facility in 2 x 2 matrix-operator manipulation, we are ready to explain why almost

commuting matrices can be "extremely far" away from all commuting pairs.
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2. Preliminaries. In this paper, the letter 2 stands for the identity matrix

with ones along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere (the order of 2 should be clear

from the context). Let Mn denote the collection of all n x n complex matrices with

complex entries. If T = [tij] E M„, then the adjoint T* = [£,-,], the trace of T is

X)?=i ijji and the characteristic polynomial for T is det(T — XI). The notation ||T||

refers to the Hilbert-space-operator norm; thus if T = [f„] e Mn, then

|T||=sup{||Tt/||: ||i/|| <1, vE Cn}

/ , ,2X   l/2

sup<
£

V
/ > *»j "j :EW2^

For each T E Mn, the spectrum of T, denoted by o(T), is the collection of all

eigenvalues of T. We write o+(T) (respectively o-(T)) for the collection of eigen-

values which belong to the open right plane {z E C : Re z > 0} (resp. the open left

half-plane {z E C: Rez < 0}). The signature of T is

sgntT = #(0-+(T))-#(cr_(T))

where # is the number of elements with multiplicity counted. In particular, if J is

a selfadjoint unitary (i.e., J = J* — J-1), then J can have only ±1 as eigenvalues,

and thus sgnt J = trace J.

Next, we present several simple lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let n be any fixed positive integer. Then the signature is a contin-

uous function from {T E Mn '■ o(T) n ¿R = 0} into the set of discrete integers.

PROOF. This follows immediately from the continuity of o(T). A standard

argument may run as follows: Suppose T E Mn with o(T) ru'R = 0. Let fr(X) be

the characteristic polynomial det(T — XI). Let T be any simple closed curve in the

open right half-plane such that o+(T) lies completely inside T. Then

sgntT = #{zeros of /r(A) inside T} - #{zeros of fr(X) outside T}

= 2 x #{zeros of fr(X) inside T} - n

-(X)= 1 [ít
m Jr fT(A)

dX — n

and the continuity follows.    G

LEMMA 2. Suppose X and J are square matrices of the same order. If J is a

selfadjoint unitary matrix (i.e., J — J* = J-1) and \\J — X\\ < 1, then J and X

have the same signature.

PROOF. First note that whenever T is a matrix with|| J - T\\ < 1, then o(T) n

¿R = 0. This follows from the fact if Tu — iau with a E R and |M| = 1, then

\J - T\\2 > \\(J - TH2 = \\(J- ioI)u\\2 = ((J - ialY(J

= ((l + o?)Iv,v) = 1+0? > 1

il)v, u)

would lead to a contradiction.
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Now let Tt = tX + (1 - t)J with t E [0,1]. Then \\J - Tt\\ = t\\J - X\\ < t < 1.
From above, o(Tt) n iR = 0 for each t. By Lemma 1, t —♦ sgntTt is a continuous

function with integer values. Thus J = T0 and X = Ti have the same signature.    D

The following lemma is likely known to some readers. Since there is no handy

reference, a proof is provided.

LEMMA 3. Suppose A, B, C, D are n x n matrices and A is invertible. Then

det[c d\ = det(2X4 - CA~XBA).

PROOF. By direct computation,

A    B
C   D

I
ÇA'1

I 0
0   D-CA~lB

I    B

0    2

A   0
0    2

Thus

det
A    B
C   D

= det2-det(2)-Cyr1B) • det2 • det A = det(DA - CA~lBA).    D

LEMMA 4.   If R,S,T are n x n matrices with RS = SR, then the signature of

[t-r] iszero-

PROOF. Let X =[R. fR]. For each A £ o(R), we have

2Í-A2
T

S
R-XI

det(X - A2) = det

by Lemma 3 and the fact RS — SR. Similarly,

det(-X - A2) = det
R-XI      -S
-T        R-XI

= det(A22 - R2 - TS)

= det(X2I-R2 -TS).

Thus X and —X have the same characteristic polynomial.   Therefore sgntX =

sgnt(-X) =0.    D

3.   Example and remarks.  In order to avoid computational complexity, we

present a 2n x 2n matrix with nice entries.

J =
Di     B
B*    D2

1

di
d2

dn-

0    bi
0 b2

0

&n-l

0

0
bi 0

b2

d2

— dn-i

where d2 + b2 — 1, dj = (n — 2j)/n, bj = 2[j(n — j)]1^2¡n. It is readily seen that

J2= [I%andDi+D2 = 2I/n.
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THEOREM (EXAMPLE). For each integer n > 1, there exist A,B E Mn with

\\A\\ = 1 - 1/n, \\B\\ < 1, \\AB - BA\\ < 2/n, but \\A - R\\ + \\B - S\\ > 1 - 1/n
for all commuting} R,S E Mn-

PROOF. Let B,Di, and D2 be the n x n matrices displayed above and let

A = Di-I/n = -D2 + I/n. Then it is evident that \\A\\ = 1 - 1/n, \\B\\ < 1, and

J =
I   0

0    2
+

A      B
B*    -A

Since J2 = [¿°], it follows that (I/n + A)B + B(I/n- A) = 0, thus ||AB-5.A|| =
||22?/n|| < 2/n. Furthermore, J is a selfadjoint unitary matrix with sgntJ =

trace 3 = 2.

Now suppose R,S E Mn with RS = SR. Then by Lemma 4, X = [ <f. _sñ] has

zero signature. By Lemma 2, we deduce that

1<IIJ-X|| =
2    0

0    2
+

A-R
B* -S*

B-S
-A + R <- +

n
L4-ÄH + HB-SI

and thus \\A - R\\ + \\B - S|| > 1 - 1/n as desired.    D

REMARK 1. The inequality \\A - R\\ + \\B - S\\ > 1 - 1/n is a sharp estimate

since (R,S) = (0,B) yields ||A - 2?|| + \\B - S\\ = 1 - 1/n. This also means that
(0, B) is a commuting approximant to (A, B).

REMARK 2. We can associate each pair of nontrivial matrices (A, B) with two

real numbers in [0,1]

... WAB-BAW
6(A,B) = ■

and

e(A,B) =
inî{\\A - R\\ + \\B - S\\: all commuting pairs (R,S)}

mm{\\A\\,\\B\\}

The fact e(A, B) < 1 follows from the computation with (R, S) = (A,0) or (0, B).

Roughly speaking, 6(A, B) indicates the amount of noncommutativity while e(A, B)

indicates how far from commuting. Thus, for the specifically constructed example

(A, B) of the Theorem, we have 6(A, B) < l/(n - 1), and e(A, B) = 1—this means

that (A, B) is "almost commuting," yet (^4,2?) is "extremely far" (or "farthest")

from commuting pairs.

REMARK 3. The study of perturbations of operator algebras is much re-

lated to the study of approximations of operators. Thus, the following problem

arises naturally: Must almost commutative matrix algebras be near to commuta-

tive matrix algebras? More precisely, we ask: For each e > 0, does there exist

6 = 6(e) > 0, such that for each integer n, if A is a subalgebra of Mn with

HA1A2 — A2A11| < ¿||/li|| \\A2\\ for all Ai,A2 E A, then there is a commutative

algebra B Ç Mn with dist(A, B) < e\\A\\ for each A E A?
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